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The Mammal Next Door is an online magazine about British
mammals for kids. Learn about mammals through interactive
content, playing games, crafts and taking part in our competitions.
Our aim is to raise the awareness and understanding of mammal
species in the UK. To achieve this, the website has been created to
provide people with ecological, biological and field sign knowledge
to enthuse young people about mammals and hopefully increase
the recording of mammal presence in the UK landscape.
Website: mammalnextdoor.co.uk
Contact us: hello@mammalnextdoor.co.uk
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Welcome to the second Issue of The Mammal Next Door!
The UK summers can be a total wash-out thanks to our maritime
climate, however when the sun does shine the UK countryside is
glorious; bees buzzing, butterflies flitting from flower to flower,
babbling brookes, sandy beaches and golden corn fields to name
just a few beautiful sights!
Although us humans spend more time outdoors at this time of
year, we rarely see mammals or field signs of their presence due
to a lack of visible footprints (dry soils) and no obvious feeding
signs. But if you are out during the day you may catch a glimpse of
juvenile squirrels (who are now independent) scampering up and
down the trees. If you are up really late fox cubs like Cosmos who
have also gained independance will be out and about looking for
new territories.
In this Summer issue we will have the Badger (or Brock) as our
Mammal Hero, we will be introducing our two squirrel species in
the Family Tree section and Farmland is our Landscape of the
Season. So please sit back, soak up some sun and enjoy the latest
issue of The Mammal Next Door.
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MAMMAL HERO

european

badger

The badger is native, common and widespread throughout the UK.
It is mostly nocturnal or crepuscular (active at dawn and dusk)
and commonly found in woodlands and fields. In the UK, badgers
live in large groups, unlike in the rest of Europe. They mark the
boundaries of their territories with well worn paths and shared
latrines (badger’s toilet area). They feed mainly on earthworms but
they also can take large insects, cereals, fruit and sometimes small
mammals such as hedgehogs and rodents.
Online Article mammalnextdoor.co.uk/issue-2-summer

Species European Badger
Scientific Name Meles meles
Taxon Group Carnivora

Did you know?
Male badgers are called boars, females are sows and the young are cubs.
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MAMMAL HERO

How to identify a badger
Body

Head

A long wedge shaped

Small head, small eyes

body with a short tail.

and a thick short neck.

Hair is black and white

A prominent black and

(grey appearance from

white striped head with

a distance).

white tipped ears.

Weight

Size

Weight varies according

The average adult length

to season and food

from head to tail is 750mm

availability, with adults
usually

Lifespan

6 to 7 kg in summer

14 years

12 to 14 kg in autumn

What does a badger eat?
Badgers feed copiously in the spring and

Badgers have a wide and varied diet. Their

summer months, and they are:

main source of food is the earthworm but

Omnivores

they will also eat fruit, berries, eggs and

They eat a wide range of plants and animals.

invertebrates.

Opportunists
They will take whatever is available.

EUROPEAN BADGER
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Where can badgers be found?

Did you know?

Badgers occupy a variety of habitat types

When making a sett (where a

in the UK and can be found in woods and

badger clan lives), a slope is

copses (deciduous, coniferous and mixed),

preferred, this is because the

scrub, hedgerows, open fields and even in
housing estates!
The most common cause of death is road
accidents with motor vehicles.

excavation of soil is easier on a
slope, allowing the soil to spill
down the slope as it is dug.
Sloping land is also well drained
and more likely to be warm and
dry. In colder climates badgers
can easily dig to a depth which
is frost proof.

Did you know?
Badgers can take 200
earthworms in a single night!

Although it is sad to see dead badgers
on the roadside, it does mean an active
badger sett is nearby and therefore there
are badgers in your neighbourhood.

Badgers and Hedgehogs do come into
conflict with each other as both forage
on earthworms. Badgers have been
known to kill hedgehogs.

MAMMAL HERO

Raising the cubs
Mating can be throughout year but
is mainly between February and May.
Gestation lasts 7 weeks.

Did you know?
Other closely-related members
of the clan will help raise the
cubs including grooming, badger
etiquette (telling the young

Maiting
The action of animals coming together to
produce offspring.

The number of cubs they have is 1 to 5.

badgers off) and being present
when out foraging.

EUROPEAN BADGER
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Field Signs
1. Badgers live in setts

3. Hair caught on barbed wire

6. Snuffle holes

A sett is a network of

They are white with a silver

Snuffle holes or scrapes are

underground tunnels which

tip and a dark band (approx.

areas of soil where badgers

they dig using their strong

1 cm wide) just below it. They

have dug up roots and soil to

claws. Every badger group

are around 7 cm long, oval in

get at earthworms, grubs or

has one main sett which is

cross section and coarse. They

wasp nests.

occupied continuously and is

are extremely characteristic

used for breeding purposes.

meaning that there’s no other

2. Latrine pits

wild mammal in the UK with

If the ground is muddy, you

guard hairs that feel like this.

may find footprints left by

Latrine sites are excavated
pits where badgers usually

7. Badger footprints

moving badgers. These are
4. Old bedding being ejected

very characteristic, having

deposit their droppings. They

Before giving birth in April,

five toes with prominent

can be found near badger

badgers clean their burrows

claw marks at the end, and a

setts and clan boundaries. It

carefully. They replace the

central kidney-like pad. You

acts as a “No Trespass sign"

outer bedding with fresh

may see partially overlapped

to neighbouring badgers.

material.

marks very often, since
walking badgers place the

5. Fruit traces in the entrance
Berries, nuts, grapes and
windfall fruits such as apples,
pears, plums, etc.

Did you know?
Between six and eight
individuals live in a sett.

rear foot very close to the
mark made by the fore foot.

LANDSCAPE OF
THE SEASON

farmland
Agricultural land covers 69% of the total

with ripening wheat, oats or barley whilst

land in the UK and is usually found in rural

the livestock fields are greeny-yellow from

locations (outside of cities and large towns).

the grass pasture and dotted with sheep or

Most farms today are large with big fields

cows. Many fields are lined by hedgerows

planted up with cereal crops or fenced and

or trees which are alive with bird chatter as

containing livestock. Farming in the UK is

the young fledgling birds call for food. A walk

highly mechanised and intensive which helps

in the countryside will no doubt lead you

to produce large amounts of food, however

through or around farmland as many fields are

the UK still only produces 59% of the food that

criss-crossed by public footpaths so you will

it consumes.

definitely see mammals even though these

In summer the cereal crop fields are golden

may be the sheep and cows living on the farm.

Grassy field margins on the edge of fields are used by small mammals (wood
mouse, field vole, harvest mouse and shrews) and their predators (weasel,
stoat and owls). If you listen carefully near a field margin and hear a series of
high pitched squeaks there are field voles nearby defending their territories.
Rabbit and Hare Droppings
On footpath edges or short areas of grass you
can find these spherical droppings deposited
singularly or scattered on the ground. Rabbit
droppings are around 0.5cm and brown in
colour. Whereas hare droppings are slightly
larger and tend to be more yellow and dry.
Deer droppings can look similar but these will
have a dimple at one end, are shiny and can
be found clumped together.
Rabbit droppings (left) and hare droppings (right).
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FARMLAND
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Getting in close to a thick field margin and gently parting the grassy
clumps could reveal a grass woven nest made by a harvest mouse!

Harvest Mouse nest
They have a spherical shape and are made of woven
grass leaves. Usually there is no obvious entrance
to the nest. During the summer, they can be found
in thick vegetation such as grasses, rushes, and
bramble. Harvest mice build two kinds of nest:
Pregnant mothers build breeding nests and mice of
both sexes build sleeping or non-breeding nests.

Badger Sett
Guard hairs are the thick hairs that cover the badger’s

meaning that there’s no other wild mammal in the UK

body and give it its colouring. They are white with a

with guard hairs that feel like this. Frequently found in

silver tip and a dark band (approx. 1 cm wide) just

spoil heaps, caught on barbed wire or brambles where

below it. They are around 7 cm long, oval in cross

badgers have passed through.

section and coarse. They are extremely characteristic
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LANDSCAPE OF
THE SEASON

Tractor's Tracks

Mammal Tracks

As you walk around fields

These are well-worn tracks or paths through the

have a look down the tracks

vegetation which are regularly used by resident

that the tractors have made

mammals. If the ground is wet you may spot

in the crop, this is where

footprints which could help you identify the

you may catch a glimpse of

mammal or mammals using it. A mammal track

a hare as it moves through

or pathway can be difficult to spot in summer as

the field looking for food

the vegetation can hide its presence.

or it’s leverets (baby hare).
Other animals you may spot
include partridge, pheasant
(not mammals!), fox or deer.

Badger's Jaw
Badgers make spoil heaps of dirt when digging. In these
heaps you can find bones dug up from where previous
badger generations have died. The photo shows a
badger’s jaw. Badgers are very strong animals with an
extremely powerful bite. Looking at the teeth we’ll be able
to identify what badger’s diet is. Badgers are omnivorous
(they eat animals and plants), so they have front teeth
(incisors) which are used to cut vegetation, canines
which are sharp, pointy teeth for tearing flesh (like
carnivores). They also have back teeth (molars) that are
used for chewing and grinding food into small pieces.
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FARMLAND
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Well worn tracks through a cereal crop could

Baby Mammal

suggest that Deer, Hare, Fox or Badger have

Sometimes we may find baby

been commuting up and down a field.

rodents like mice and voles, as
well as other young mammals
on a footpath. If this is the
case, try not to disturb the
baby animal and move away. If
it’s left completely undisturbed
for a few hours, it’s very likely
that mum will return and move
it to a safe place. If you’re
worried about it and think it’s
orphaned, contact the RSPCA
for some advice.

Badger's Footprint
Badger's FootprintDepending on the hardness of the
ground over which they are moving badgers may leave
foot prints. These are very distinctive, having five toes with
very distinctive claw marks at the end, and a central pad
shaped rather like a kidney. Be aware that when they are
walking badgers often place the rear foot on very close
to the mark made by the fore foot resulting in a partially
obscured or “registered” print.
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FAMILY TREE

SQUIRREL
FAMILY
Our two squirrel species in the
UK are within the Sciurus genus
– Skia from the Greek meaning
“shadow” and oura meaning “tail”.
Our squirrels tend to use their
tails as sun-shades, their tails
being held over their head whilst
feeding or resting.
Eurasian Red Squirrel

Grey Squirrel

SCIURUS

Online Article mammalnextdoor.co.uk/issue-2-summer
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SCIURUS FAMILY

The red squirrel was once common and found throughout the UK
but its distribution has declined since the introduction of the grey
squirrel during the late 19th and early 20th Century. Although there
have been accounts of red and grey squirrels fighting, this is a rare
occurrence! The main reasons for this decline are that red squirrels
lack immunity to a foreign disease (the greys have anti-bodies and
can fight this disease) and grey squirrels are more adaptable and
outcompete red squirrels for food.

Red Squirrel

Most breeding occurs in spring and juvenile, independent squirrels
can be seen in summer looking for their own home range. In some
cases same sex siblings will share a drey and their home ranges
will overlap for a while until they reach sexual maturity. Some
female squirrels can have a second litter later in the summer
but this depends on food availability. Most squirrels however are
unlikely to have a second litter.
·9·

FAMILY TREE

Eurasian Red Squirrel | Sciurus vulgaris

This species is native to the UK and Europe.
They have russet red fur but their coat colour
can vary and so red squirrels can look very
grey or black. They are small bodied and
have ear tufts, the ear tufts are much larger
in winter. Red squirrels spend a high amount
of time in the tree tops (they are arboreal)
and inhabit conifer and mixed woods in
Ireland, Scotland, Wales and Northern
England. They can however be found in
deciduous woods on the Isle of Wight.

Weight: 200-350g
Head-body length: 180-240mm
Tail length: 140-195mm

Moulting
Both squirrels moult
in spring and again
in autumn.
The spring moult
starts at the
squirrel’s nose and
moves down to the
tail. The moult has
usually finished by
summer.
In autumn the
process goes the
other way.

Red Squirrel
The large ear tufts
start to appear in
September.

SPRING

SUMMER
Grey Squirrel
The grey squirrel
does not have
ear tufts.
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AUTUMN

WINTER

SQUIRREL FAMILY
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Grey Squirrel | Sciurus carolinensis

This species are native to
Eastern North America but were
introduced into the UK and some
European regions. They have grey
fur, but the coat colour can vary
and so red and black coloured
grey squirrels can be seen. This
species has a less arboreal
lifestyle and can be found sat
happily on the ground in parks and
urban areas close to trees that
they can escape up if threatened.
Weight: 400-550g
Head-body length: 383-525mm
Tail length: 150-243mm

Midday

Activity & Diet
In summer the main
food items include buds,
seeds and fruits.
Other food items include
eggs, invertebrates,
flowers and other green
plant material.

Sunrise

Sunset

There are two peaks of activity in summer

Territoriality
Home range size
is smaller than red
squirrels as their habitat
(deciduous woodlands)
tends to have a higher
variety of food resources.

The first peak is
2-3 hours after
sunrise

Around midday (the hottest part of
the day) squirrels rest in summer
nests or shade themselves with
their tail in the tree tops.
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The second peak is
2-3 hours before
sunset

meet

cosmos
Cosmos
Order

Carnivora

Suborder

Canidae

Foxes are small-to-medium-sized, omnivorous mammals belonging
to the order Carnivora, within which there are several genera of the
family Canidae. The Red Fox (Vulpes vulpes) is the largest of the true
foxes and native to the UK, although they are absent from the Scottish
Islands, except Skye. The Red Fox is our only fox species.
They are very successful even though they have been persecuted
through-out history and this success is primarily due to their
adaptability, with foxes being found in most landscapes (including
urban areas and coasts) and ability to eat a varied diet.

So what are Cosmos & Oddity up to in summer?
Find out more here! *
(*) mammalnextdoor.co.uk/oddity-cosmos
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and

oddity
Oddity
Order

Chiroptera

Suborder

Yangochiroptera

Bats are in the order of Chiroptera meaning “hand wings”, and are
classed into two suborders: Yangochiroptera (or Vespertilioniformes)
and Yinpterochiroptera (or Pteropodiformes). In the UK we have
both suborders, however the majority are within Yangochiroptera.
This suborder of bats is highly specialised and use echolocation to
navigate and find their prey. All our bats in the UK are insectivores,
eating insects such as midges, moths and beetles.
One such bat in the suborder Yangochiroptera and superfamily
Vespertilionidae is Oddity a Brown Long-eared Bat (Plecotus auritus).
As the name suggests these bats have brown-ish fur and large ears.
When echolocating they are amongst the quietest of bats and in
many cases you are more likely to see them in the evening with their
fluttering, slow flight than hear them through a bat detector.
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GET YOUR
PAWS DIRTY

Get your

paws dirty
For more games visit
mammalnextdoor.co.uk/games-crafts

Can you collect
200 earthworms?
The badger's main food source is the
common earthworm. Would you be
able to collect 200 earthworms before
dawn? This is an online game, you can
play the game here!*
(*) mammalnextdoor.co.uk/game-3
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GAMES & CRAFTS

Summer Crossword
This game is available online here.

Clues
ACROSS

DOWN

2. MND’s landscape of the season.
3. A badger is nocturnal or _____ (this word).
6. The noise a brook makes.
7. A crop that provides one of the

1. Guess this word
4. Female badger.
5. Produces pollen and nectar, bees love these.
6. MND's Summer Mammal Hero.
8. Where a badger lives.

ingredients for bread.

9. Family of mammals that includes otter,

9. Oddity’s favourite food.

badger and mink.

10. A dug hole in the ground where a badger
marks its territory.
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Meet the Team
Amanda Lloyd
CO-CREATOR
The first creator of The Mammal Next Door is Amanda Lloyd,
a mammal ecologist who has a degree in Zoology and a
PhD in Ecology. Amanda has undertaken research on small
mammals since 1998 (a long time ago now!) in numerous
UK counties including Oxfordshire (where she currently
lives). She belongs to her local mammal groups where she
runs events to teach people about mammal field signs and
generally get people out and about looking for mammals.
Her paid work is as a Consultant Ecologist, surveying for
bats, dormice and other protected species that may be
affected by human development.
Amanda's favourite mammals (or Mammal Heroes) are; Red
Squirrel, Dormouse and Harvest Mouse, although there are
so many to choose from! So Pine Marten, Hedgehog and
Brown Long‐eared bat are her Heroes in Waiting…

Clara Prieto
CO-CREATOR
The second creator of The Mammal Next Door is Clara
Prieto, a freelance graphic artist that specialises in
infographics and illustration. She's always been interested
in nature and wildlife, due to this she's currently studying
a course on Mammal Ecology and Conservation by the
University of Exeter. She's done various pieces of work for
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The Royal Society of Wildlife Trusts, The United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change and her work has
also been published in PTES The Dormouse Monitor Winter
2015. In her spare time, she collaborates with the Oxon and
Berkshire Mammal Groups creating educative infographics
about British mammals.
Clara's favourite mammals (or Mammal Heroes) are; Red
Fox, Garden Dormouse and Hedgehog. She's also a big fan
of horses and mustelids.

The Mammal Next Door blog blog.mammalnextdoor.co.uk

Time for Toast
BLOGGER
Toast is our resident blogger, in charge of writing any
creative nonsense that occurs to him. He earned 360
degrees at Somersault college before studying for his career
in savaging at Shepherd's Bush. After gaining huge amounts
of experience in the fast food business he decided it was
time to make himself known in his territory. Various pieces
of his work have been released in a small village near Oxford.
These works include Slippery Squirrel and the unforgettable
Yesterday’s Lunch. Bounding, climbing, swimming,
investigating and smelling (smelling bad and smelling
smells) are amongst Toast's many pastimes.
Toast's favourite mammals are Rabbits, Field Voles and
Mice but he really isn’t fussy.
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